
Training registration now open! 

CEHA and EHICT Onsite Training for Septic System Final Inspections 

On October 19th, 2021, Connecticut Environmental Health Association (CEHA) and the Environmental 

Health Institute of Connecticut (EHICT) will offer a one-day field inspection training program for 

Connecticut Certified Inspectors of subsurface sewage disposal systems. 

This will be an all-day outdoor training course with a team of experienced local health 

department/district inspectors and Connecticut DPH staff providing instruction in five areas of field 

inspection techniques and methodologies for conducting thorough code-compliance inspections of 

newly installed septic systems.  EHICT is building a state-of-the-art facility in the town of Ellington to 

display a variety of complete septic systems and septic system components in their properly installed 

state, ready for inspection.  

Topics covered will include: 

 Observing how soil conditions identified in test pits relate to the septic system design elevations 

and  

conducting a pre-construction staking inspection. 

 Determining horizontal separating distances in the field.  

 Using lasers, levels and transits to check vertical separation distances, elevations and slopes.  

 Identification and inspection of various types of septic system products including couplings, 

clean-outs, piping, tanks, pumps, risers, safety devices, distribution boxes, vents, inspection 

ports and leaching systems.  

 Documenting field observations for compliance with the CT Public Health Code and Technical 

Standards.  

This program is intended for Phase 1 certified local health inspectors with limited septic system 

inspection experience.   Attendees will learn how to conduct a final septic system inspection, which 

critical steps and details to focus on during the inspection and why these steps and techniques are 

important.  If you are interested in attending this septic system field inspection training, please register 

using the form link below for this new field training program developed for environmental health 

professionals in Connecticut. 

Registration Form: https://forms.gle/CPJe3VfqLFGU3xgi8 

Thank you. 

Jeff Polhemus, CEHA, EHICT 

Ryan McCammon, CEHA 
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